
MS350
Stylish and lightweight wireless scanner

With POS applications it’s all about the speedy service of custom-

ers. Flexibility and reliable scanning performance are key in such en-

vironments. Unitech’s MS350 brings what it takes to be successful.

Operates over long distance from your base station

There are situations that you need a larger area of operation. With 

corded scanners your workers are not as flexible as they could be  

with MS350. To achieve maximum efficiency this Unitech scanner 

is designed with a built in radio allowing it to operate up to 100 

meters from its base station. Even when out of range this scanner 

ensures you never have to miss a scan since data can be stored and 

synchronized afterwards when back in base station.

High performance level

The MS350 is extremely compact, lightweight yet a robust device. 

Capable of reading 1D barcodes the MS350 delivers the ultimate 

combination of performance and reliability in CCD barcode scanning 

applications, such as retail point of sale, healthcare, hospitality, 

commercial and light industrial. By weighing only 180 grams and 

with its ergonomic design the MS350 is easy to operate by both 

men and women. Its IP42 sealing and 1.5 meter drop spec ensure 

this cordless scanner keeps up performance even in more harsh  

environments or with it accidentally falling to the floor.

Never miss a scan

The MS350 has an out of range alarm, adjustable good read audible 

indicators and a visible good read LED. This ensures that users know 

that barcodes are correctly captured every time, even in noisy or poorly 

lit environments. Users can achieve an impressive 15.000 scans from 

one single charge. By its wireless design, users will enjoy the freedom 

to roam wherever there is a need for scanning, by simply pairing with 

the base-station.
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